Ross wants to purchase a new goose down jacket for the winter. After reading about jackets online, he has decided he needs a jacket containing “prime down” so he will stay warm while doing his early morning chores on the farm. Since he must do his chores rain or shine, Ross needs a jacket that is water resistant. He would also like zippered hand warmer pockets. Since he is usually the only one in the barn, Ross listens to music while doing chores, so he would like an interior gear pocket for his iPhone. His favorite color is red.
Senior
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Ross

#1

Columbia Men’s Gold 650 TurboDown Jacket

650-fill goose down
Water resistant
Nylon taffeta outer shell
Zippered hand warmer pockets
Drawcord adjustable hem
Heat reflective lining wicks away moisture
Front zipper closure
Interior gear pocket

Green
$111.90
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#2

The North Face Men’s Aconcagua Vest

500-fill goose down
Water resistant
Double layer nylon taffeta outer shell
Outer zippered chest pocket
Zippered hand warmer pockets
Machine washable
Red
$98.95
Canada Goose Men’s Brookvale Jacket

750-fill goose down
Lightweight quilted down
Hip length
Zippered hand warmer pockets
Drop tail hem for added warmth
Windguard under center front zipper
Stretch binding at cuff for security and comfort
Red
$374.95
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#4

Patagonia Men’s Down Sweater Vest

800-fill goose down
Recycled polyester outer shell
Water resistant
Front zipper closure
Interior gear pocket
Zippered hand warmer pockets
Drawcord adjustable hem
Green
$94.99